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A Future Problem. (Continued from Page 1.)

In our last issue appeared a letter of Dr. Francis, which might take action upon the change of location of the Institute, especially favorable for the working of some of the departments. Students intending to attend will please notify Professor Robbins not later than Saturday, May 12.

A JAPANESE OPERA FOR NEXT YEAR?

Next year's show is already under discussion in some circles, and it has been suggested that it take the form of a Japanese opera. Mr. Francis, in making this suggestion, said that it would be especially favorable for the working of some specialities and dances, and perhaps the amusement caused by the taking of dainty parts by football players would be more amusing than the chorus girl stunts now in vogue. However, there would be some disadvantage on this score as the costuming of the Japanese man and woman is very similar, and unless the parts were very well worked up in every respect, there might be a great falling off in interest and entertainment. The scheme would also be good from the financial standpoint, because the costume's bills would be greatly reduced.
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